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A Great Joke Book for KidsThis book is full of jokes old and new that children love.A collection of
over 500 of the funniest jokes that children will love.Family Friendly Fun.Great for long
journeysGreat for holidays or for giftsA fun way to get kids readingTags: Riddles and brain
teasers, riddles and trick questions, riddles book, riddles book for kids, riddles for kids, riddles
for kids aged 5-8, riddles and puzzles, jokes and riddles, jokes book, jokes book for kids, jokes
children, jokes for kids, jokes kids, childrens book, joke book

“Planners and others seeking insight into this conundrum would do well to start with Engaging
the Future. As readers of it will attest, the title is chosen carefully. It describes some of the ways
the future can be contemplated, talked about, and addressed in a dynamic way and over time.
Fundamentally, it’s about engaging each other as the most productive path to engaging the
future.”, Journal of Regional Science, Vol. 48, No. 5, 2008About the AuthorLewis D. Hopkins was
head of the Department of Urban and Regional Planning at UIUC for 13 years, editor of
the Journal of Planning Education and Research, Fulbright Senior Scholar in Nepal, and chair of
the Planning Accreditation Board.Marisa A. Zapata is in the Ph.D. program in urban and regional
planning at the University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign, where she completed her M.U.P. in
2004.
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Jokes for Kidsover 500 of the Funniest Jokes That Children will LoveM. PrefontaineM.
Prefontaine has asserted his moral right to be identified as the author of this work in accordance
with the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988.All rights reserved. No part of this publication
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying or otherwise without the prior permission of the copyright
owner.Published by MP PublishingCopyright © 2016Children’s books by the author include;Q:
What did one toilet say to the other?A: You look a bit flushed.Q: What do you get when you cross
a dinosaur with fireworks?A: Dino-miteQ: What do you call an old snowman?A: WaterQ: Why do
bicycles fall over?A: Because they are two-tiredQ: Why do dragons sleep during the day?A: So
they can fight knightsQ: Were you long in the hospital?A: No, I was the same size I am nowQ:
What is a frog's favorite exercise?A: Jumping JacksQ: Why couldn't the pirate play cards?A:
Because he was sitting on the deckQ: What happened to the naughty little witch at school?A:
She was ex-spelledQ: Why was the belt arrested?A: Because it held up some pantsQ: How do
all the oceans say hello to each other?A: They waveQ: Why don't blind people like to sky dive?A:
Because it scares their guide dogQ: What do you call a bear with no teeth?A: A gummy bear!Q:
What do you call cheese that isn’t yours?A: Nacho cheeseWhat do you call a dinosaur with one
leg?A: EileenQ: Where do cows go for entertainment?A: To the moo-viesQ: How do you know if
there’s an elephant under your bed?A: Your head hits the ceilingQ: Why are elephants so
wrinkled?A: Because they take too long to ironQ: Who hides in the bakery at Christmas?A: A
mince spyQ: How do you keep an elephant from charging?A: Take away her credit cardQ: Why
did the elephant paint himself different colors?A: So he could hide in the crayon boxQ: How can
you tell if an elephant has been in your refrigerator?A: By the footprints in the butterQ: What is
the difference between elephants and grapes?A: Grapes are purple.Q: What two letters of the
alphabet do snowmen prefer?A: I.C.Q: What do you call a cow with no legs?A: Ground beefQ:
What do you call a cow with two legs?A: Lean meatQ: What do you call a pig that knows karate?
A: A pork chopQ: What does a duck like to eat with soup?A: QuackersQ: Why are ghosts bad
liars?A: Because you can see right through themQ: What animal needs to wear a wig?A: A bald
eagleQ: What do you call a fly without wings?A: A walkQ: What do you call an alligator in a vest?
A: An investigatorQ: What has four wheels and flies?A: A garbage truckQ: Why did the man run
around his bed?A: Because he was trying to catch up on his sleepQ: Why did the math book
look so sad?A: Because it had so many problemsQ: Can a kangaroo jump higher than the
Empire State Building?A: Of course! The Empire State Building can’t jumpQ: Why did the
chicken cross the playground? A: To get to the other slide.Q: Why do bees have sticky hair? A:
Because they use honeycombsQ: Why was the man running around his bed? A: He wanted to
catch up on his sleep.Q: Why is 6 afraid of 7? A: Because 7 8 9Q: What's black and white, black
and white, black and white?A: A penguin rolling down a hillQ: Why do cows wear bells? A:
Because their horns don't workQ: What does a snail say when it's riding on a turtle's back? A:



WeeeeeQ: What happens when a frog parks in a no-parking space?A: It gets toad awayQ: How
did the barber win the race? A: He knew a short cut.Q: Did you hear about the pregnant bed-
bug?A: She's having her babies in the spring.Q: Which is the best athlete to have with you on a
cold day?A: A long jumper.Q: Did you hear about the two men arrested for stealing batteries and
fireworks?A: One was charged but the other was let off.Q: What do you get if you eat Christmas
decorations?A: TinselitusQ: Why did the jelly baby go to school?A: Because he really wanted to
be a smartie.Q: What bug is welcome in apartments?A: Ten-ants.Q: Where do ants eat?A: At a
restaur-ant.Q: What is the biggest ant in the world?A: An eleph-ant.Q: Why don't oysters share
their pearls?A: Because they're shellfishQ: What's even bigger than that?A: A gi-antJokes for
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legs?A: Ground beefQ: What do you call a cow with two legs?A: Lean meatQ: What do you call
a pig that knows karate?A: A pork chopQ: What does a duck like to eat with soup?A: QuackersQ:
Why are ghosts bad liars?A: Because you can see right through themQ: What animal needs to
wear a wig?A: A bald eagleQ: What do you call a fly without wings?A: A walkQ: What do you call
an alligator in a vest?A: An investigatorQ: What has four wheels and flies?A: A garbage truckQ:
Why did the man run around his bed?A: Because he was trying to catch up on his sleepQ: Why
did the math book look so sad?A: Because it had so many problemsQ: Can a kangaroo jump
higher than the Empire State Building?A: Of course! The Empire State Building can’t jumpQ:
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and white, black and white, black and white?A: A penguin rolling down a hillQ: Why do cows
wear bells? A: Because their horns don't workQ: What does a snail say when it's riding on a
turtle's back? A: WeeeeeQ: What happens when a frog parks in a no-parking space?A: It gets
toad awayQ: How did the barber win the race? A: He knew a short cut.Q: Did you hear about the
pregnant bed-bug?A: She's having her babies in the spring.Q: Which is the best athlete to have
with you on a cold day?A: A long jumper.Q: Did you hear about the two men arrested for stealing
batteries and fireworks?A: One was charged but the other was let off.Q: What do you get if you
eat Christmas decorations?A: TinselitusQ: Why did the jelly baby go to school?A: Because he
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Because it scares their guide dogQ: What do you call a bear with no teeth?A: A gummy bear!Q:
What do you call cheese that isn’t yours?A: Nacho cheeseWhat do you call a dinosaur with one
leg?A: EileenQ: Where do cows go for entertainment?A: To the moo-viesQ: How do you know if
there’s an elephant under your bed?A: Your head hits the ceilingQ: Why are elephants so
wrinkled?A: Because they take too long to ironQ: Who hides in the bakery at Christmas?A: A
mince spyQ: How do you keep an elephant from charging?A: Take away her credit cardQ: Why
did the elephant paint himself different colors?A: So he could hide in the crayon boxQ: How can
you tell if an elephant has been in your refrigerator?A: By the footprints in the butterQ: What is
the difference between elephants and grapes?A: Grapes are purple.Q: What two letters of the



alphabet do snowmen prefer?A: I.C.Q: What do you call a cow with no legs?A: Ground beefQ:
What do you call a cow with two legs?A: Lean meatQ: What do you call a pig that knows karate?
A: A pork chopQ: What does a duck like to eat with soup?A: QuackersQ: Why are ghosts bad
liars?A: Because you can see right through themQ: What animal needs to wear a wig?A: A bald
eagleQ: What do you call a fly without wings?A: A walkQ: What do you call an alligator in a vest?
A: An investigatorQ: What has four wheels and flies?A: A garbage truckQ: Why did the man run
around his bed?A: Because he was trying to catch up on his sleepQ: Why did the math book
look so sad?A: Because it had so many problemsQ: Can a kangaroo jump higher than the
Empire State Building?A: Of course! The Empire State Building can’t jumpQ: Why did the
chicken cross the playground? A: To get to the other slide.Q: Why do bees have sticky hair? A:
Because they use honeycombsQ: Why was the man running around his bed? A: He wanted to
catch up on his sleep.Q: Why is 6 afraid of 7? A: Because 7 8 9Q: What's black and white, black
and white, black and white?A: A penguin rolling down a hillQ: Why do cows wear bells? A:
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GRANNY, “Fun private time with dad. My greatgranddaughter will have her father read the jokes
to her”

S, “many a joke. If I had to listen to the same knock knock joke again I was going to glue
headphones over my ears. Fortunately I ordered this book and was able to put the headphones
away.”

jess, “Good fun. My Grandaughter loves this book not too sure if I like it as much as I have to
listen to her tell me them one after another!!!”

Rickie Doherty, “jokes. great jokes”

tina s, “good. it is going to be a stocking filler for my granddaughter”

sue chalk, “Five Stars. Great”

The book by Preston George Pysh has a rating of 5 out of 4.0. 62 people have provided
feedback.
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